April 2020

**SEXUAL ASSAULT AWARENESS MONTH**

**01. 04. 16. & 28.**

**MEN CAN STOP RAPE**

**Virtual Screening**

Join Men Can Stop Rape, an organization mobilizing men to create cultures free from violence, in a virtual screening of *Nameless*, a documentary about child sex trafficking in DC. Register Online at https://mcsr.org/saam-digital

**07.**

**TURN SOCIAL MEDIA TEAL - Sexual Assault Awareness Month (SAAM)**

Tuesday, April 7th is the SAAM Day of Action. Help turn social media teal — the color of sexual assault awareness and prevention — by sharing a teal selfie using #SAAM & #UNTcares

**20.**

"**KNOW MY NAME**" - Giveaway!

Chanel Miller was known to the world as Emily Doe when she stunned millions with her victim impact statement after being sexually assaulted by Brock Turner. Now she reclaims her identity to tell her story of trauma, transcendence, and the power of words.

**29.**

**DENIM DAY**

Wear jeans with a purpose, support survivors, and educate yourself and others about sexual assault on Denim Day, April 29th. Share photos of your jeans on social media using #DENIMDAY

**30.**

**TAKE BACK THE NIGHT**

8pm-9pm EST

Join us in the Take Back the Night global event hosted by the TBTN Foundation. The Live Event will feature survivors, poetry, activists and more!

Register online to confirm a spot at: https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/7456705746290607883?source=Event+Holders

#TBTN